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GETTING INVOLVED:

Students play vital
role in political activism

A

By ANNA GOEBEL

lthough there are activist opportunities available to students, student activism at Puget Sound may not be as prevalent as one might
expect.
The Center for Intercultural and Civic Engagement states that 75
percent of the student body partakes in some sort of service activity in an academic year. However, according to Becca Long, CICE’s Civic Engagement Program Assistant, a lot of students are not involved in long-term civic projects.
“Most of the work our students do is based on short-term projects, such as
MLK Day of Service; however, we would love to see long-term partnerships
emerge,” Long said.
Some promoters of student activism such as Sarah Egger-Weiler, Puget
Sound alumna and current campus organizer for Washington Public Interest
Research Group, claim this is due to the difficulty of getting involved off campus.
“My personal opinion is that political activism…is not super high on this
campus…There are a lot of liberal students on this campus but also a lot of academically-minded students on this campus,” Egger-Weiler said. “I think a lot
of people care about working on issues that affect students on this campus but
when it comes to impacting local politics…there are only a select few students
that have jumped over that barrier.”
A lack of time and the campus-focused mindset of students contribute to the
gap in off-campus activism, but working on issues off campus is important for
students, according to Long.
“We are all busy at Puget Sound but the opportunities Tacoma can offer are
huge. Getting off campus helps you see beyond the ‘Puget Sound bubble’ and
recognize the needs present in our vicinity,” Long said. “Expanding your perspective by getting to know the city and its people helps move you beyond apathy to engagement.”

CICE and various organizations provide opportunities to students who are interested in participating in civic engagement. CICE is offering an alternative break
program for Fall Break from Oct. 17 to Oct. 20. This year’s alternative break will focus on issues associated with immigration and citizenship. The CICE is also working on their tutoring programs with local Tacoma students, food justice initiatives
and an upcoming blood drive later this fall.
SEE ACTIVISM PAGE 2
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YES brings conversation on modern slavery to Puget Sound
By ASHLEY LATHAM
Slavery is considered to be a thing
of the past, but that’s not how ninth
grader Allison Nasson felt when she
began Youth Ending Slavery, more
commonly known as YES. Currently
a first year, Nasson has brought her
mission to Puget Sound.
YES is a nonprofit based in Portland, Ore., led by high school and
college students.
“Our mission is to combat modern-day slavery by raising awareness
about its prevalence in our world and
empowering youth to be advocates
for change,” the YES website says.
The YES site defines slavery as the
following: “A relationship in which
one person is controlled through violence, the threat of violence, or psychological coercion, has lost free will

and free movement, is exploited economically and paid nothing beyond
subsistence.”
In the fall of 2011, Nasson formed
the Anti-Slavery Committee at her
school, St. Mary’s Academy. After
an unfruitful attempt at organizing a
walk to end slavery, Nasson nonetheless continued her mission.
The Anti-Slavery Committee
evolved into the nonprofit organization YES in June 2012.
“I started YES in high school as a
club, but my senior year we formed
a Board of Directors and filled out
the…paperwork to become an IRSofficial nonprofit,” Nasson said.
Nasson has high hopes for YES on
Puget Sound’s campus. She is currently going through the process to
start her club, and is currently looking for students who would be interested in joining. YES is in need of a

new board of directors.
“I am bringing YES to the UPS
community because students are the
key demographic we hope to reach,”
Nasson said. “Not only do students
have the passion to spread awareness about this issue to everyone, but
we ourselves as the rising generation
are also the ones who will determine
what the world looks like in the future.”
YES spreads their message of
awareness through a variety of portals. The mission as an organization
is spread through speaking engagements, facilitating YES chapters, fundraising events and creating monthly newsletters. Current YES projects
continue as awareness is raised for
the cause.
“It is never easy to get people to
give up their time, but I really see this
chapter of YES as doing work that is

absolutely essential, and therefore
more than worth spending time on,”
Nasson said.
On the YES website, seven different forms of modern-day slavery are
defined.
The YES website is also filled with
other information about modern
slavery.
This information, while perhaps
shocking, provides insight into the
workings of slavery today. For example, the website states that since 2010,
58 percent of worldwide exploitation
has been sexual in nature.
“We believe that educating youth
about the existence of slavery is especially crucial, due to the fact that
the rising generation has both the
opportunity and the responsibility to
create a world where unjust practices
in the name of profit are not tolerated,” Nasson said.

For the month of October, YES is
asking people to boycott the popular
clothing store Forever21.
According to the YES website, the
Forever21 brand received an overall
D- score from Free2Work, based on
its policies, transparency, monitoring
and worker rights.
Nasson states her hopes for YES on
their website, “I hope that YES...will
continue to demonstrate to people of
all ages that we can’t ignore injustice
under the misconception that we are
too young, or too few to make a difference,” Nasson said.
Nasson has expressed the need to
educate people, especially students.
More can be found on the YES website at www.youthendingslavery.org.
On the website you can find links
to their current project as well as resources to provide information on
the topic of modern slavery.
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“If anyone on campus is interested in getting involved in any of these
areas, we are still looking for tutors,
mentors, folks to help with Backpacks for Hope and Food Salvage,
and people who can help donate
blood,” Long said.
Individuals can also volunteer
with various local community organizations with which CICE has
partnerships.
“Students may visit us with an interest in volunteering, and through
our expansive range of community
affiliates, we are able to match opportunities to individual needs and
desires,” Long said. “Our most popular partnerships are based on is-

sues such as healthcare, tutoring,
food justice and women’s rights.”
Student clubs enable those involved to be politically active with
specific issues.
These clubs include Students for a
Sustainable Campus, Amnesty International and the Black Student
Union, among others.
BSU, which meets every Monday
in the Student Diversity Center, is
presently working to turn their passion for equality into political progress.
“Some political leverage is always
necessary to exercise influence, so
we are aiming to build more of a
support base in the student body,
student governance and Tacoma
community,” BSU President Nakisha Jones said.

ASUPS Senate meeting recap
October 9, 2014
By ANNA GOEBEL
• Senators claimed that exceptions to elections rules without consent occurred regarding
ASUPS fall elections.
• The Vice President made a personal statement that he had accepted paperwork after the deadline and the candidates were
already on ballot; he apologized
for not consulting with the committee or the student body and
apologized to candidates.
• President is to start a website project about the history of
ASUPS.
• Faculty Representative said
budget task force will be focusing
on faculty compensation.
• Club sports liaison is working
on evaluation forms for risks associated with club sports.
• New ‘all-gender’ bathroom
signs to be put up. Senator working to convert any single-use restrooms on campus to genderneutral.
• Trail experiencing issues with
staff following deadlines.
• All KUPS interns are hired;
waiting on power amps so they
can operate at full capacity.
• Trail and Photo Services are
collaborating more on projects.
• $420 allocated to SIRGE and
Take Back the Night Program for
a fall rally and film festival.

• Men and Women’s Club Rugby
request $5,225.34 for goal posts
and sideline marker flags; receive
full amount.
• The Trail requests funds to cover a trip to the Fall National College Media Convention.
• Debate over whether covering
the full amount would set a precedent for future club trips and if
students should pay out of pocket.
• Full funding given to The Trail
to pay for airfare, registration and
lodging at the conference.
• Senator moves to recall current
elections and charge the elections
committee to undertake running
new elections.
• President mentioned that there
were other options such as letting the elections move forward
and taking the violation to honor
court.
• Debate over Senate losing seven senators and not having a full
senate for the couple weeks before
the new senators are elected.
• Senator questions why there
was only one senator on the elections committee.
• Senate votes to halt current
election.
• An emergency senate meeting
was called for Oct. 10 to approve
elections committee new election.

ASUPS Senate meets every Thursday at 7 p.m. in the Murray Boardroom in
the Wheelock Student Center. Every meeting open to all students.

Jones also recognizes a lack of desire to be politically active, particularly around issues of racial inequality.
“The hardest topics to get our student body active about are issues of
racial equity,” Jones said. “The goal
is to advocate for the world to be a
more just place for all, which constitutes each and every student on
campus. Everyone should participate in activism and civic engagement because social issues affect everyone at some level.”
Despite the availability of opportunities and the work of organizations such as BSU, Egger-Weiler believes students can do more to work
on the causes they are passionate
about.
“Students from clubs could defi-
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nitely do more around being active
outside of the campus community,”
Egger-Weiler said.
In order to promote activism, Egger-Weiler and other community
members are attempting to implement a WashPIRG chapter on campus.
WashPIRG is a nonpartisan, public organization that has chapters
on 40 college campuses across the
country.
The organization works to activate
college students and engage with local citizens. On college campuses,
PIRG implements student boards
that decide what campaigns they
wish to work on and trains them
to run whichever campaign they
choose effectively. There is currently no WashPIRG student board at

Puget Sound.
“There’s a long process to getting a
PIRG chapter started on your campus. We’re in like the super super
early steps of starting one here. We
have a couple of students who are
excited about it and a couple of faculty who know about it,” Egger-Weiler said. “We’re really excited about
moving things forward here.”
For now, Puget Sound students
can get involved with WashPIRG as
interns in the Seattle office. Graduating seniors can also apply to be a
campus organizer for the coming
year. Egger-Weiler is currently conducting initial, on-campus interviews for the position.

CHWS gives health advice for
students as flu season approaches
By ZEINAH KARA
As the colder months approach,
the importance of preventing infectious illness around campus resurfaces. Counseling, Health and Wellness
Services here at Puget Sound offers a
wide variety of resources for staying
healthy and treating illnesses.
At a university of about 2,600 students, it is important to decrease the
possibility of being infected and infecting others by taking precautions
against spreading illnesses. CHWS
recommends a variety of approaches
for students to remain healthy while
on campus.
“Basically, the best way to help prevent yourself from getting sick is a
lot of hand-washing, and not sharing items that come into contact with
other people’s bodies, especially eating
and drinking items,” Jenifer Gillis, Associate Director and Medical Coordinator at CHWS, said.
Getting a flu shot is also a good form
of prevention. CHWS will be holding
“Flu shot clinics” Friday, Oct. 17 from
1 to 4:30 p.m.
This is a drop-in time where students can fill out medical paperwork,
pay the $25 fee and receive their flu
shot.
To get a flu shot at a different time,
students may make an appointment
with CHWS.
Other ways to decrease the risk of
contracting an illness include avoiding sharing toothbrushes, drinks and
dining utensils. It is also helpful to
make sure that immunizations are
up-to-date, take antibiotics only when

prescribed and finish taking them
when needed.
“If someone has a cough or is sneezing, they should be encouraged to
cover their mouth and nose with the
inside of their elbow, which helps prevent airborne particles from reaching
others around them,” Gillis said.
If a student has symptoms that have
the potential to spread to others easily,

“The best way to help
prevent yourself from
getting sick is a lot of
hand-washing, and
not sharing items that
come into contact with
other people’s bodies,
especially eating and
drinking items.”
	
—Jenifer Gillis
they should stay home.
They should not attend classes if
they experience vomiting, diarrhea or
a fever.
In combination with CHWS’s recommendations, students can also help
aid the recovery from and prevent illnesses by living a healthy lifestyle.
“Take over-the-counter cold medicine and try to eat healthy and get lots
of sleep,” senior Kaari Selven said.
If symptoms persist, students can
make an appointment with CHWS.
There are three registered physician assistants, a CHWS consulting

physician, as well as a registered nurse
to see students during their appointment.
“I just had a general cold for about
a week. Nothing too bad, but with papers and tests it seemed a lot worse,”
senior Lexie Gallegos said. “I didn’t go
to CHWS this time, but I have in the
past. When I was living in the dorms
I would stop by CHWS for cold medicine.”
CHWS also offers a self-help station,
where bandages, ibuprofen, condoms
and Polysporin ointment are always
available. If an appointment is needed, a fee of $25 is required.
“The fee is a little frustrating but
that’s also how it is in real life so I
think it’s justified,” senior Abby Mattson said.
Students living on and off campus
can find help at CHWS as well as seek
help at off-campus resources such
as MultiCare Urgent Care Clinic on
Pearl Street and the three other emergency rooms in the Tacoma area.
“I know if I go to CHWS I could
get antibiotics but I don’t want to go
to them very often unless it’s actually very serious,” Selven said. “They
are good for prescription medication
but for colds and mild sickness I don’t
think it’s worth it to go in every time
you get sick.”
Students can make an appointment
with CHWS by calling (253) 879-1555
or stopping by room 216 on the second floor of Wheelock.
One of the receptionists at the
front desk will scheduls the appointment depending on the availability of
CHWS staff members.

SECURITY REPORT
The following is a breakdown of
incidents reported to Security
Services and occurring on campus between Oct. 7, 2014 and
Oct. 13, 2014.
Bicycle Theft: There were two
reported thefts during the week.
One bicycle was stolen from the
rack outside of Seward Hall and
the other from the rack near the
main entrance to the Science
Center.
Theft from Vehicle: A student

reported his backpack containing his books and a laptop computer were stolen from his vehicle while it was parked in the
Fieldhouse lot. The vehicle was
entered by breaking out the driver’s side rear side window.

Shoplifting: Security and Tacoma Police contacted a nonstudent who was suspected of
taking food from the Servery
without paying.

Alcohol Violation: Security staff
contacted two (2) students suspected of violating University
and state alcohol laws. One incident occurred in Todd/Phibbs
Hall and the other in Seward
Hall.

• Always report suspicious activ-

Crime Prevention Tips:
ity to Security Services by calling
(253) 879-3311. Security is open
24/7.
• Do not leave valuable proper-

ty in your vehicle—especially in
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open view.
• Secure bicycles with a U-bolt

style and lock through the frame.

• Do not walk alone at night.
If you aren’t with a group of
friends, take advantage of the Security Courtesy Escort service.
• Stay current on security related

activities and incidents on campus—like us on Facebook.
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Sam Pepper videos are offensive and degrading to women
YouTube videos showing women being groped against their will is actually harassment
By JORDYN ATKINSON
On Tuesday, Sept. 21, the YouTube
sensation Sam Pepper uploaded a new
“prank” video, titled “Fake Hand Ass
Pinch Prank,” to his popular channel,
“Sam.” The minutes of footage depict Pepper using a fake arm casually
perched in his sweatshirt pocket as a
distraction, asking girls for directions
then inappropriately touching them
while they talk.
In the past, Pepper, a former “Big
Brother” contestant, created other
questionable videos on his YouTube
channel, which contain blatant mistreatment and assault of women.
The 25-year-old Internet superstar
has posted videos that display him
lassoing unsuspecting women in the
street and handcuffing himself to
girls, refusing to release them until
they give him a kiss, both pranks performed against each woman’s will.
In the clips, at least the ones that are
kept for use in the videos, the featured
girls are obviously confused and uncomfortable, yet the YouTube stars
who film them are obviously using
their fame as leverage over fans. In
fact, Pepper currently has more than
2.3 million followers, and his most
popular video has garnered more
than 5 million views.
However, the cameras and entourage are simply props that facilitate
the malicious intent of denying women’s consent to be touched and vio-

lating their rights to feel safe in their
day-to-day life.
Pepper claims he had permission
from all women to go through with
his prank, but based on their reactions
in the videos, this assertion most likely
means that he eventually received the
approval for their faces to be shown
on YouTube—a vast difference.
After receiving more than 1.3 million views in one day, the video did
not go unnoticed. Those who were
outraged took to Twitter, Facebook

and other social media outlets to
spread the word, and the hashtag #ReportSamPepper trended.
Despite the fact that many people
are stepping forward to voice their
concerns and ask him to accept the
responsibility of his actions, Pepper
made the claim that he was attempting to make a social statement about
sexism and abuse. His claim is that by
groping women in the street, he was
attempting to gain more YouTube
views to raise awareness about how
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YouTube videos: Sam Pepper’s videos are not simply harmless
jokes, but humiliating (and illegal) demonstrations of misogyny.

sexual abuse that is directed not towards women, but men, is often unaddressed by society.
Whether or not that was his true
intention, the way Pepper went about
filming and violating the unsuspecting women was unquestionably
wrong, likely illegal and cannot be
promoted by the online community. Eventually, allegations of other
sexual assault, including statutory
rape, began to flood in against Pepper. Ultimately, YouTube decided to
take down his video for violating their
Terms of Service.
While there was a significant backlash against Pepper’s videos, not everyone felt the need to oppose the
self-proclaimed comedian, and some
people—even our own students—
even opted to defend him.
“This is just another issue that radical feminists are blowing out of proportion,” an anonymous first year at
the University said. “It’s just not that
big of a deal.”
However, many Internet users and
students do not agree. In fact, an open
letter created by Laci Green, which
urged Pepper and others to stop making these offensive videos, got over
100,000 signatures from Tumblr and
YouTube users showing their support.
Many people wish to believe these
videos are harmless, but this type
of misogynistic behavior promotes
copycat “pranking” behavior throughout the YouTube community as well

as legitimizing it in the real world.
Other users, especially younger
ones, may view his actions as a sort of
technique to become famous online.
These beliefs prompt those who idolize Pepper to record similar videos,
and a number of such videos have
cropped up on YouTube, featuring
men walking around naked to make
people uncomfortable and conducting interviews with women and randomly kissing them in the middle of
a sentence.
Pepper is not the only YouTube star
to face sexual assault allegations this
year. Alex Day, Tom Milsom, Jason
Viohni and Ed Blann are just a handful of the many other viral sensations
charged with abuse.
The online community has provided new and ever-increasing faction of
relatable and self-made celebrities, the
likes of which have never been seen
before our generation.
However, having a superstar status online does not give a person the
right to harass or assault others; it is
an abuse of trust and shouldn’t be supported by their followers, web surfers
or YouTube itself.
In order to stop harassment such
as these from being condoned and
continued, people should stop giving
the accused channels more followers,
views or likes and YouTube should
not allow them to continue to use the
platform to increase their fame.

Flu shots won’t get you sick: why everyone should vaccinate
By SOPHIE CARR

Announcements of the approaching flu season have begun
to sprout about campus. Bulletins
reading “It’s Time To Get Vaccinated” haunt dorm hallways, serving as an alarming reminder that
our environment is septic.
Counseling, Health and Wellness
Services (CHWS) has been recently advertising for their “Walk-in
flu shots!” because influenza waits
for no man, chiefly not in the patient waiting area (it’s a bit grimy
in there). Yet many people, and
perhaps a few students, have demurred at the idea of receiving any
vaccination at all this year.
Flu vaccines have become startlingly controversial over the past
decade. The fact that debate exists around the topic isn’t what’s
surprising, but the myths that perpetuate its heated discussion certainly are.
Many advocate against the flu
shot out of a concern for what the
vaccine consists of, a worry that
isn’t completely unfounded. Reports that the flu shot contains
questionable ingredients, such as
mercury and formaldehyde, are
circulating the Internet.
Proponents of this claim believe
these additives are pernicious. Dr.
David Williams, an Alternative
Health specialist, contends in his
weekly column that flu shots may
very well induce a dysfunctional immune system. (Then again,
it wouldn’t come as a surprise if
someone developed a dysfunctional immune system just from
reading his column.)
Yet this is a common misconception. Dr. Dennis Cunningham, an
infectious disease specialist at Nationwide Children’s Hospital, says
that yes, mercury is used, but in
incredibly small doses. Thiomerosal—a preservative that contains
mercury—has never been shown
to be harmful.
Mercury associated with nervous
system damage is known as methylmercury, the kind that is present
in fish. In contrast, thiomerosal

breaks down into what’s known as the age of six months. Interest- people are immunized, then there the vaccine for health reasons but
ethylmercury, which is processed ingly, the CDC goes on to explain really can’t be an outbreak.
are more susceptible to the flu than
differently than its neurotoxin that this benefit varies from year
“Outbreaks occur because of a a younger patient. And for people
counterpart.
to year, depending on how well the breakdown in herd immunity,” like these, with compromised imAnother component of the an- vaccine matches prevalent strains Carroll said.
mune systems and already tenuous
The government does, however, health, a simple case of the flu may
ti-vaccine argument is that the flu of influenza virus.
And here is truly the crux of respect the rights of individuals even be fatal.
shot isn’t actually reliable. The
“Immunization is so important
pharmaceutical companies en- the matter; the efficacy of a vac- who decline vaccinations, either
dorse the flu shot only as a means cination is often ambiguous. The due to religious or personal rea- because they allow us to protect
of acquiring mass amounts of claim that the flu shot is hazard- sons, for themselves or their chil- those who cannot protect themmoney, the world’s very own vac- ous is an invalid assertion. If any- dren. Yet if enough people aren’t selves,” Carroll said.
Widespread vaccination averts
cination bandits.
thing, the criticism should be as to immunized, and someone beSlate columnist Darshak Sangha- whether the flu shot is effective.
comes sick, the disease will spread. all people from getting sick, and
The more peo- when parents reject a flu shot for
vi argues that,
despite
what
ple catch it, their child, they leave us all at incritics say, flumore and more creased risk. Not only are they
control polipeople are ex- risking their own health, they’re
“Widespread vaccination stops huge numbers of
cies aren’t emposed to the putting everyone else in danger
virus—which is too.
ployed by the
people from getting sick, and when parents reject
If students are hesitant about
precicely how
medical indusan outbreak oc- getting a flu shot, here is there antry as a scheme
a flu shot for their child, they leave us all at an
to rob the peocurs.
swer: there is no question that the
increased risk. Not only are they risking their own
If many peo- vaccine does not give people the
ple of their
money,
but
ple get the flu flu. In addition, the vaccine will
health and that of their children, but they’re putting shot, and some- even enhance one’s immune rerather to enact
a scientific proone catches the sponse to the flu. Though the flu
everyone else in danger too. ”
flu, the likeli- shot’s efficacy is unreliable, the socess.
“What critics
hood of anyone lution isn’t to blame public health
of flu-control
else getting sick officials.
policies don’t
and spreading
It’s clear that flu vaccines aren’t
Aaron Carroll, Professor of Pedi- the disease is very low. And if an perfect; they do, however, signifiget is that any global effort to stop
an infection always goes through atrics and Assistant Dean for Re- outbreak were to occur, everyone cantly decrease the risk of coma process in which doctors learn search of the Indiana University is protected, even those who can’t ing in contact with the virus—an
more over successive battles and School of Medicine, states in his get vaccinated.
encounter no one would willingly
refine their strategies,” Sanghavi YouTube channel “Healthcare TriAccording to Carroll, protecting experience, especially as the most
wrote.
age” that vaccines not only keep as many people as possible from homework-heavy part of the seYet others argue that the side ef- oneself safe, but the others around the virus is critical, because there mester is set to begin.
are people who are susceptible to
It would behoove any student elfects of the flu shot are worse than you.
According to Carroll, vaccine certain diseases but can’t be given igible for the flu shot to walk in
the flu itself.
success as a public policy depends vaccines due to medical reasons.
However, many disagree.
to CHWS and get the vaccine. If
Babies, for instance, aren’t capa- not for yourself, then for others
“The flu shot is extremely safe,” not only on the protection of those
campus medical coordinator Jen- who get shots, but also on the de- ble of receiving these vaccines due around you—especially those who
ifer Gillis said. “It’s given to mil- creased likelihood that anyone to their young age and are, there- can’t accept the flu shot due to relions worldwide. It’s better to get will come into contact with the fore, always under the threat of in- ligious or medical reasons. Stuvaccinated than come down with disease. This is what’s known as fection. The same is true for elder- dents of the University: t’s time to
“herd immunity:” once enough ly people, who may have to forgo get vaccinated.
the flu.”
Another abiding myth is that a
flu vaccine will actually give you
the flu. “When this happens, it’s
usually coincidental,” Gillis said.
It’s likely those who advance this
argument don’t want to admit they
If you have a strong reaction to an article, email us at trailops@pugetsound.edu, or
simply have rotten luck.
Experts argue that flu shots are
visit our website at trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us.
generally favorable for the public.
The U.S. Center for Disease Control (CDC) says a flu shot is beneficial for any healthy person above
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Race and Pedagogy Conference coordinator speaks
Dexter Gordon tells the story of hard work and hospitality
By JORDAN VOLTZ
Jordan Voltz: What did your role as
Coordinator for the Race & Pedagogy
Conferences entail?
Dexter Gordon: I’ve been chair of
our three national conferences, coordinating and staging the conference.
That involves assembling a conference planning committee 18 months
to two years ahead of the conference… working with a team of faculty as campus staff partners alongside
community partners to distribute the
assignments to make the conference
work.
JV: Were you pleased with the turnout from Tacoma?
DG: I was very pleased, in fact,
tracking the numbers, we were beginning to wonder just how close
we were to capacity. … The students
were not just from Tacoma. We had
students from Seattle, we had students from as far as Edmond, students from Kent, Tukwilla, Renton,
Puyallup, and I think we had some
from Federal Way as well—but the
majority were from Tacoma.
JV: How do you feel that the residents of Tacoma interacted with conference and the Youth Summit?
DG: A number of parents have spoken with me and they were thrilled
about the conference. The students
I’ve spoken with, including my
daughter… who is a senior at Wilson and she says that for herself and
her peers, they loved the Youth Summit—particularly they loved the opportunity to have a face-to-face conversation with elders (people who
were at the forefront of the various
freedom struggles in the 60s and 70s).
Students said, by far, those conversations were the most enjoyable feature of the Youth Summit. [After the
adults left] we cranked up the volume
and the excitement took off.
JV: How do you think the city of
Tacoma views the University of Puget
Sound in light of the conference?
DG: I was at a graduate Tacoma

event where the superintendent of
Tacoma schools gave her year-inreview statement on the state of Tacoma schools and every person I
met—there were 700 yesterday and
800 today—person after person after person, they were all positive reviews about the university and its role
in the community through this kind
of event.
So, I think it was a huge success for
the university in terms of the university’s statement about its citizenship
in this community.
JV: Can you elaborate on why you
think the conference was successful?
DG: I define the success on the
terms of the quality of the conference… to begin with the substance
of the plenaries. Four of those for
one conference is unheard of, then
the quality of the spotlight sessions,
six of those, and then, the quality of
the special sessions… to hear Adajin
Pratt—it was a once in a lifetime experience to hear a maestro on the piano. It was mind-blowing.
Then, there were the various arts
opportunities and then 78 concurrent sessions. When you look at that,
that’s success in terms of scope, substance, depth, relevance and representation. I would just tick it off “success, success, success.”
Then, participation—… people
from all over the nation showed up
and you could tell by their engagement in the sessions. The Q&A sessions were the best part. I think some
of the speakers got to make their best
points in the Q&A sessions and the
speakers were generous and gracious
with their time.
The other feature I would point to
is that the community of Tacoma
and the community of Puget Sound
showed up and one of my joys was
seeing our students, beginning with
our student athletes… Friday morning, at the field house… formed a
welcoming guard of honor.
It was just thrilling to see and they
enthusiastically welcomed these high
school students. So, we got a chance

to show off a Puget Sound hospitality: welcoming people, engaging them
in our campus, showing them what
we’re about. There was a lot of teaching and learning going on and that
was great to see.
JV: How did you want to engage the
student body on campus?
DG: We were talking to campus
faculty for almost a year and a half…
and we talked about ways to ensure
that the classrooms were engaged.
So, a big thank you to University
of Puget Sound students and faculty because this conference represents
a major step in the direction that we
want to go.
Our vision has always been that the
conference is a learning opportunity—an encapsulated super energized
learning opportunity for our entire
campus, so we worked hard to make
that so. I think we passed a point with
this campus where the whole Puget
Sound community was involved.
JV: As a learning experience, what
do you want the university to learn
from this?
DG: I want the university to get a
sense of what education looks like
when it engages all of us—when it engages all the tough questions, openly
and with the full community participating because I think it that makes
for an exciting enterprise.
There’s no boredom when you
bring community, scholars, activists,
artists, teachers, researchers together
and put the hard questions in front
of them—they engage! There are no
guarantees, but that’s the enterprise
we call education and that’s what I
want in the conference.
To model that—to say, “We can take
the risks of asking the hard questions
with the full range of our community
present.” When they know that there
are no second-class citizens at the
table, everyone feels they ask those
questions and engage fully.
One of the presenters who brought
his doctorial students said that they
got an education they would not
have gotten in their doctoral pro-
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Dexter Gordon: Coordinating the Race and Pedagogy National
Conference was a massive project but a worthwhile one.
gram. They presented their papers,
as academics, but at this conference,
they got responses from academics
and then they had community people asking them the practical questions of “how do you connect that to
everydayness?” His students had to
learn quickly because they could not
stay on the inside of the language of
their discipline, … understandable to
a limited community and [dealt with
translating that to their audience.]
They asked, “Can we have a really meaningful conversation that respects the knowledge and experience brought by the community and
the expertise and the academic depth
brought by the campus folk- can they
talk?” I think we gave that experiment a shot and I really liked what I
saw.
In fact, I would say that notion of
connecting higher education… and
the university of Puget Sound in particular with the community is one of
the central commitments of my work
as a professor.
I come from the world of the community and I’m interested in the val-

ue of open critical engagement that
those of us who are committed to the
life of the mind and bringing that to
a community that is asking us everyday questions, parents that are asking
“how do I feed my family, how do I
make sure my children survive, Is the
university of Puget Sound distinctly
separated from that?”
I appreciate the notion of being able
to focus on specific questions, but
while we do that, we are grounded in
a community where, if this community doesn’t support us, we can’t exist.
In explicit and implicit ways, the
community protects this campus, the
community values this campus, and
so, if we can create real and mutual
beneficial energy, respect and reciprocation, I think we are really fulfilling our responsibilities.
Gordon made sure to thank the following people for their gracious assistance: Grace Livingston and her
team, Nancy Bristow, Carlin Weiss
and Alice Coyle.

Cafeteria needs more healthy options available
By CLAIRE MEYER
It’s 11 p.m. on a Thursday. You have
a paper due early the next morning
and you are working diligently when
you feel a rumble in your stomach.
Suddenly you remember that you forgot about dinner!
Without thinking, you get up from
your desk, grab your stuff and make
your way to the Cellar for that easy
late-night slice of pizza. You are in
such a rush you don’t even ponder
the food you are eating.
Although you may not
be thinking about it, the
food you are putting in
your body has a major affect on
your

fect more than just your weight.
A study conducted at UCLA showed
that certain dietary deficiencies have
been known to cause mental fogginess and, in the long run, lead to conditions like attention deficit disorder.
Unhealthy eating can also affect
how much physical energy you have.
Who hasn’t experienced that hourlong food coma after eating that
regrettably-too-big serving of pasta
from the Italian station?
N o t
only

does
life.
your nutriWe all
tion affect your
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joke about the
grades, but also the
“freshman 15” like it’s
no big deal. However, people fail to amount of energy you have for your
realize that eating unhealthy can af- life outside of school.

But how can we stay healthy when
we are surrounded and constantly
bombarded with salty and sugary
snacks at the tips of our fingers?
Unhealthy food is so easily accessed
that it has become sort of a social
bonding ritual, especially at the Cellar, where food is served late into the
night.
Going to the Cellar with friends to
binge on pizza or ice cream has become a normal pastime at this school.
Eating unhealthy foods is a given
at the Cellar because there are pretty
much no healthy options there.
Outside of the Cellar, finding
healthy options in other dining locations is just as much of a struggle.
At the S.U.B., we are inundated with
the smells and sights of freshly baked
gourmet food from a variety of nationalities.
“The focus seems to be on unhealthy
food,’’ first year Kathryn Adler said.
“Every booth where there is food you
have vegetables, … but the problem
is that they are cooked in butter, have
lots of sodium and are just probably
not ideal versions of themselves.”
As Adler points out, though there
are healthy-looking options served
along with the rest, they can be deceiving.
I decided to look at the online menu

for the S.U.B. and was disappointed
to see the real substance of the vegetables I had been making a conscious
effort to eat.
The veggies that I loved were packed
with unattractive baggage; the sweet
sesame ginger tofu had a massive 670
mg of sodium per serving while the
pesto sauce from the deli station had
400 mg of sodium and 18 grams of fat.
This is not to say that there aren’t
any helpful resources provided by the
school for those who want to remain
healthy.
The “My Nutrition” section underneath the diner page gives nutritional
info on all of the food in the S.U.B.
and even shows what will be served
for the next week. Also, there are a few
convenient health snacks in the refrigerated section of the S.U.B.
Still, there is no denying that the
healthy options that are currently
available on campus need to be enhanced and expanded.
Dining and Conference Services
needs to start not only making health
food equally as available as competing
junk food, but also more appealing.
Perhaps adding a few more tasty
topping options to the salad bar or
including a wider variety of prepackaged health goods to our dining locations would be a good start.

However, if we want to solve the
problem from the root of it, we should
focus on the attitude and culture of
our student body. If we were to incorporate healthy eating into our culture
and traditions, it would become a lot
more common.
For example: perhaps if we replaced
some of the items on the Cellar menu
with flavorful seasoned vegetable
dishes and soups or all-natural fruit
juices, those late-night pizza runs
would turn into late-night kale salad
runs.
These types of items would not only
increase the likelihood of healthy eating, but probably sell out rapidly, considering that many students would
like to be more health-conscious if it
was more available to them.
While this school does a reputable
job caring for people with allergies
and other dietary needs, the healthconscious has been a demographic
that is typically ignored, not only at
Puget Sound, but at colleges all over
the nation.
Though it may be overwhelming
to attempt to change the educational
culture of our nation, we can start
with our own community here at the
University of Puget Sound.

Opinions contained herein do not necessarily reflect the views of The Trail staﬀ, ASUPS, the University or its Board of Trustees. Articles and letters in the Opinions section are printed at the discretion
of the Trail editorial staﬀ. The Trail reserves the right to refuse any letters submitted for publication. Letters to the editor will not be edited for grammar, spelling, or content, except in the case of
material that is considered to be oﬀensive, as determined by the Trail style guide. All letters to the editor must be signed and must have an email address or phone number. Letters for publication the
following Friday are due no later than Monday at noon and may be sent to: The Puget Sound Trail, 1095 Wheelock Student Center, Tacoma, WA 98416 or trail@pugetsound.edu.
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Light that shit up one of these
nights!
HEY YOU! Cellar workers STOP
READING THE HEY YOUS...
HEY YOU! Shouts to my neighbor for buying me ice cream and
being a cutie <3
HEY YOU! Security, could you
take longer to answer calls?
HEY YOU! Facilities, Is that kale
you keep planting around campus edible? Yummm.
Want to submit a Hey You?
E-mail
trailheyyou@pugetsound.
edu, submit via Tumblr at
heyyoupugetsound.tumblr.com
or put one in the boxes in
Diversions, The Cellar or
Oppenheimer Cafe.
The Trail will never publish
Hey Yous that explicitly refer
to individuals or groups or are
hateful or libelous in nature. A
full description of the policy can
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.

HEY YOU! Q-cumber, come sit
in my ice chair. Keep me warm
with those golden locks.

HEY YOU! We should touch our
hands together...vigorously

HEY YOU! You get me so stoked!

HEY YOU! Long brown haired
cellar worker. I know how you
get your hair so shiny ;)

HEY YOU! Where did my shoes
go. My feet are cold.
HEY YOU! What’s your shoe
size?
HEY YOU! Employee of the
month, lets get together and
make some pizza magic sometime ;)

HEY YOU! Tall skinny Cellar
boi, stop farting you smell.
HEY YOU! Girl who carries the
poi stuff around everywhere!

HEY YOU! Online Trail Archive
dating back to the 1890s. I saw
you on Sound Ideas: http://soundideas.pugetsound.edu/pugetsoundtrail/. Let’s get hypertextual.
HEY YOU! I don’t wanna brag
but I think I’m definitely the best
you’ll ever get.
HEY YOU! Come support the
football team!

ate you! :)
HEY YOU! Kitchen bitches—
Thanks for being awesome
housemates. And here’s to a
bitchin’ semester.
HEY YOU! Freshman on the
football team with the beautiful
face, you should let me love you.
HEY YOU! Lady baristas of Opp,
your beautiful faces wake me up
more than coffee ever could.
HEY YOU! KUPS Core Staff is a
bunch of hotties.
HEY YOU! Your butt chugging
antics have me all hot and bothered.
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HEY YOU! I go back to December all the time. All. The. Time.
HEY YOU! Fall Break!
HEY YOU! Red-headed Opprista, great dance moves.
HEY YOU! Diversions does it
best.
HEY YOU! Tall Div boy, under
the shirt, over the bra, eh.
HEY YOU! What is gender anyway?
HEY YOU! The iPhone 6? Really!?
HEY YOU! You’s a homie.

HEY YOU! Brown curly boy, not
sure if you gave it to me or I gave
it to you but we have the clap

HEY YOU! I don’t know if I can
hide my crush on you much longer. Is it obvious?

HEY YOU! Hottie next door, let’s
take a shower together next time.

HEY YOU! I’m happy you’re single now ;)

HEY YOU! Cheer up. It’s fall!

HEY YOU! Trail—really impressed with you this year

HEY YOU! I knew I got your
heart racing, but DAMN, girl

HEY YOU! John Freeman, who
was Gordon Freeman’s brother,
was one day an office typing on
a computer.

HEY YOU! Shoutout to the kids
that recycle all over campus every day! Thanks for making our
campus more green. We appreci-

HEY YOU! Lanky Cellar guy, I
like your style.

HEY YOU! Stop instagramming
your food. It’s boring.

HEY YOU! Take me with you?

HEY YOU! Sorry bout it!

Combing through a hairy issue Bathrooms ignite
gender equality debate
College experimentation with kinks needs consent
By MIA HORNAE

By GREGORY GROPAGE
The implications of the phrase
“porn star” in America are
intertwined with our perceptions
on the relationship between
hairiness, hygiene and sex. Google
the phrase “porn star” and images
of white, hairless women will
appear, with their arms raised and
legs spread to reveal armpits and
vulvas as smooth and silky as baby
skin. Google “male porn star,”
however (and note that, by default,
Google images pulls up images
of porn stars that are female), and
hairiness will be tolerated, although
not with the prevalence with which
it occurs on most male bodies.
Body hair removal goes back as
far as 4000 B.C.E., where in Ancient
Egypt, both men and women
removed all body hair to prevent
the transmission of disease and
lice. This was done by scraping hair
away with blades of flint, as well
depilatories (hair removal pastes)
such as “sugaring,” a precursor
to waxing wherein a sugar and
stickier substances such as honey
were applied to hairy skin and a
cloth was used to pull the paste and
hair away. By the rise of Ancient
Rome, however, hair removal was
no longer merely a question of
hygiene, but also of social status: the
wealthy had leisure time to focus
on appearances, while busy slaves
remained hairy and unkempt. It is
for this reason too that a majority
of classic Western art tradition’s
depictions of naked women, such
as Sandro Botticelli’s 15th century
painting The Birth of Venus, feature
them pale and hairless.
It was not until 1915 that
the mere thought of hairless
women came into American
consciousness, brought about
by the May publication of the
upscale magazine Harper’s Bazaar.
The magazine’s cover featured
a woman joyfully dancing in a
sleeveless dress, one arm raised
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Body Police: Body hair removal products are often marketed to
consumers in the same overtly gendered way as antiperspirants.

to reveal a hairless underarm,
with advertisements for summer
dresses and X Basin Depilatory
Powder. Advertisements wrote
that the depilatory had been
“used by women of refinement
for generations for the removal
of objectionable hair,” despite the
fact that American and European
women had, up into recent history,
been required to wear full length
gowns that never would have
revealed such objectionable places.
It was at the same time that
King Camp Gillette (1855-1932),
founder of what is now the Gillette
Razor company and inventor of the
disposable razor, began to market
the Milady Decollettee, a new
razor solely for women, and with
this, America embraced female
hairlessness wholeheartedly. The
1940s held a shortage of denim
that forced working American
women to wear shorter lower body
garments, resulting in the success
of the efficient electric razor, and
a 2000 episode of the TV show
Sex in the City marked a major
introduction of the subject of
female pubic hair into mainstream

media, with the episode entailing
the main character, after shaving
her pubic area, saying “I feel like
I’m nothing but walking sex.” Hair,
in Western society, appears to be
equivalent with three major traits:
the male, the poor, and the enemy.
For men, the ability to grow body
hair was masculine enough, so
that shaving the face or body is
now considered civilized but not
shaving can be considered ruggedly
manly. For women, however,
shaving is considered a hygienic
necessity and not doing so is seen
as repulsive, despite the fact that
the health threats body hair pose to
women would be more or less the
same or men.
There is nothing wrong with
shaving any part of the body, no
matter one’s gender identification.
But it is crucial that, when
discussing a subject as controversial
as body hair, we understand that
we have been handed an image of
body hair unequal with respect to
gender, rife with a combination of
shame and fear, but it is none of
those things.

For transgender and non-binary
students—those who do not identify
with restrictive gender labels such as
‘male’ and ‘female’—public facilities
often fall short. In speaking with Denise Parry, a student who identifies
as non-binary, it became clear that
Puget Sound needs to improve the
treatment of non-binary students.
This would mean doing things
like having professors ask students
what their preferred pronouns are
and eliminating gender essentialist
statements. The most urgent matter
is the one regarding bathrooms on
campus.
“The bathroom problem is still an
issue for a lot of people and I think
that the school is really lacking in
that regard and made some poor
choices when renovating the sub,”
Parry said.
Nationally, colleges have been
adding gender-neutral bathrooms,
or converting those that already
exist. Puget Sound is no exception:
groups on campus, both faculty- and
student-organized, are leading the
grassroots movement. Currently 46
percent of public buildings on campus have at least one gender-neutral
bathroom, but all those in favor of
gender-neutral bathrooms want to
see that number at 100 percent.
Two groups, one made up of staff
members and one of students, convened in the fall to create the “Assessment of Transgender Awareness and
Inclusion at Puget Sound Fall 2014.”
In it are goals for creating a more inclusive community for transgender
students. One of the initial goals is to
include at least one gender-neutral
bathroom in each building, while
they will push to have at least two
gender-neutral bathrooms in each
building after accomplishing their
first goal.
Another important goal is for consistent signange and clear directions
to the gender-neutral bathrooms.
The assessment was balanced and

practical, taking into account the
variety of factors the school must
consider when changing or updating facilities.
Amy Ryken is one of the original
members of the Transgender Awareness and Inclusion Group, which is
made up of staff and faculty. Ryken
indicated that the group first met
in 2012 to address the problem of
transgender inclusion, and while
they attend to all matters of transgender inclusion, their current focus
is the bathroom problem.
According to Ryken’s Restroom
Survey, the goal is to make singlestall bathrooms available for all students wanting more privacy, regardless of the reason. The group works
closely with the Accessibility Work
Group (AWG), the designated University-affiliated group responsible
for increasing and appropriately labeling gender-neutral bathrooms.
The student group, called the
Gender Neutral Action Group,
formed this summer in response
to the construction in Wheelock,
which had originally eliminated the
only gender-neutral bathroom. Kaitlyn Vallance, a member of the group,
works closely with ASUPS and the
residence halls. Vallance found issue
with the time it takes to do something as simple as putting up genderneutral bathroom signs.
“This has revealed to me a culture at UPS of ‘include but don’t encroach’—meaning Other individuals
are allowed by the majority to have
their spaces as long as it does not remove or inconvenience that majority,” Vallance said.
The gender-neutral bathrooms
ensure that everyone can remain
comfortable while using a restroom,
both non-binary students and those
who identify as male or female. Until
we live in a world where transgender
and non-binary discrimination is
not present, an extra bathroom option will relieve friction between
those with opposing viewpoints.
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ASK Night provides networking opportunities
By ANACRISTINA
SOMARRIBA

L

ast Thursday night, Marshall Hall was buzzing with
students and alumni chatting about career choices,
mutual interests and life experiences. Career and Employment Services hosted the yearly ASK Night connecting students with a diverse group
of alumni.
ASK (Alumni Sharing Knowledge)
Night provides students a space to
network, ask questions and learn. All
alumni have been students and therefore understand the anxiety that usually comes with life after graduation.
What they really want to do is help in
any way they can.
The event also demonstrated the
wide variety of paths Puget Sound
students take after graduating. For example, Juanita Celix, who majored in
biology in the class of ’93, went to Nicaragua through the Peace Corps and
now works in the University of Washington Neurological Surgery and
Global Health department.
Another example was Eric Grouse, a
Japanese Foreign Language and International Affairs major from the class
of ’98, who is now part of Amazon’s
Senior Corporate Counsel.
ASK Night provides students with
the ability to get a sneak peak into
where their lives and degrees can take
them.
According to the Chair of the Career
and Employment Services Committee Andrea Tull, it had the best attendance in the last five years, with 151
students and 53 alumni present. Tull
believes that the increased attendance
is partly due to how heavily alumni
volunteers pushed the event on social
media, providing the high response
rate.
This year, half of the alumni in attendance had never been to ASK Night,
but many alumni have attended several times. Why do alumni keep coming back, and why should students attend?
“It’s fun talking to students and find-

ing out what areas they are interested
in,” alumnus Don Theophilus, Chief
Advancement Officer and VP of UW
medicine, said.
While Theophilus enjoys talking
to students about their interests and
helping them develop their passions,
he feels that returning as an alumni is
a way to give back to Puget Sound.
“I understand how intimidating it
can be to network, so ASK night creates a friendlier environment,” Grouse
said.
The friendly environment was evident as alumni shared stories of their
time at Puget Sound. Many said they
wished they had participated in more
alumni networking events hosted by
the University.
Alana Hentges, Interim Director of
Career Services, urges first-year students to come to the event even if it is
just to observe.
“It just takes that one step. And then
maybe sophomore year they talk to a
couple people. And junior year they
come prepared to talk to specific individuals. So that by senior year they
own ASK night,” Hentges said.
This was true for Emmy Masangcay,
a recent Puget Sound grad who is now
a fulltime employee at Boeing after an
internship.
“I came to ASK night as a freshman
and sophomore and actually talked to
someone from Boeing who informed
me about the Boeing internship.
This initial interaction immediately
sparked my interest,” Masangcay said.
The student attendees were 46 percent seniors and 17 percent first years.
This shows that Puget Sound students
are taking active roles and interacting
with alumni from the very beginning.
There is a lot to learn from alumni who have all gone down different
paths and have such different life experiences. The great thing about it is
that they want to share.
They are all volunteers and want to
talk with students about their interests
and pass down advice.
“Volunteer. Do internships. See
what it is actually like to work in the
environment and area you are interested in,” Theophilus said.
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Sharing knowledge: Tables were set up for alumni in similar occupations to talk with students.
Some emphasized the importance
of networking and building relationships.
“Follow up and stay in contact with
people. Do not just call on someone
when you need them,” Masangcay
said.
Others tried to bring down the
stress level that is often accompanied
by the job search and the figuring out
what to do after graduation.
“Be patient, don’t freak out, focus
on things that matter to you. If you’re
passionate about something double
down on that, it will show what you
care about,” Grouse said.
The goal for CES is to create a
space where meaningful conversations about the transition from Puget
Sound into the adult world can take
place. It is an invaluable tool for students.
Tull’s conversations with students
were engaging and filled with insightful questions. CES was also there to
help students find someone to talk to.

Students use mobile apps to
improve time management
By SOFIA SCHWARTZ
Technology is amazing, but when
does it stop enhancing life and start
inhibiting it?
Nowadays most students always
have a smart phone, tablet or computer close at hand. Even though
these items can serve a useful purpose in an academic atmosphere,
more often than not they are used
for methods of procrastination.
“I think devices are awesome and
I use a lot of technology myself,
but the majority of the ways we use
these devices hurt us in terms of
concentration and focus,” Rachael
Gary, Learning Support Services
Coordinator at Puget Sound’s Center for Writing and Learning, said.
Gary’s role at CWLT involves
training and supervising the subject and writing tutors as well as
teaching classes and workshops,
including a course on effective time
management. She provides students with organizational strategies
and a list of time management apps
to help fight technology with technology.
“I’d much rather focus on what is
going on in the world around me
and live in the moment than focus
on what someone ate for dinner last

night,” student Allexxa Brooks said.
This sentiment is on the rise as of
late, but those who have attempted
to delete social media accounts and
distracting apps can attest that this
is easier said than done.
Especially on a college campus,
exposure to these distractions is
virtually impossible to avoid, constantly tempting students to fall
into bad habits.
But while technology has exacerbated procrastination problems
in college communities, the rising
market in time management apps
may serve to remedy that to some
extent.
Rescue Time is an app for both
Mac and PC computers that runs
in the background while students
study and monitors how much
time is spent word processing, researching or on various social media websites.
Gary recommends first using an
app, such as Rescue Time, to help
diagnose exactly where one struggles and to determine which apps
would be the most useful. Different applications might work better
than others depending on the student.
Other applications to consider
are:
Self Control: free app for Apple

computers
Users establish their own blacklist
of websites and Self Control makes
them inaccessible for a set period
of time.
An app designed for the hardcore
procrastinators and those who renege on studying promises, this
website block cannot be removed
even if the application is deleted,
the computer restarted or the computer’s battery taken apart.
The only way to regain access to
those websites it to let the clock run
out.
Self Control for Study: app for
Android
This is essentially the same app,
just meant for Androids.
StayFocusd: Google Chrome extension
Users can set a specific amount of
time each day that they will allow
themselves to be on time-wasting
websites after which the app will
block it.
“The more and more our daily
flow becomes influenced by distraction the harder it is to stay focused,” Gary said.
With so many ways to procrastinate, it can be difficult to StayFocusd, but with a little Self Control
and a little Rescue Time it can be
done.

They came up to students asking what
they were interested in or what their
major is in order to pair them up with
an alum best suited to them.
If students do not know the best way
to introduce themselves or what questions to ask, the CES website has a ton
of information, including how to introduce yourself, what to wear, what

questions to ask and how to prepare
ahead of time.
In the end you will not walk away
from ASK night with a job or internship, but you will walk away with a
lot of advice, a great interaction with
alumni and a new connection.

FUN FACT:
The old tradition to carve each class
year on “The Hatchet” began in
1906.
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Talking the birds and the bees
The importance of pollinators in our world
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Tips on researching
using the Collins
Library database
By ADA SMITH
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Milkweeds and monarchs: Speaker Gary Paul Nabhan (right) pauses for a picture with
University of Puget Sound Professor Denise Glover (left).

By ROSA BRANDT

“All will come again into
its strength:
the fields undivided,
the water undammed,
the trees towering and
the walls built low.
And in the valleys,
people as strong and as
varied as the land.”
—Rilke

T

his is the motto of
Make Way For Monarchs, a ‘MilkweedMonarch Recovery Alliance,’ which is co-facilitated by
Dr. Gary Paul Nabhan.
Last Wednesday, Oct. 8, Nabhan
gave a talk titled “Milkweeds and
Monarchs” for the Puget Sound
community. He spoke about the

declining population of pollinators and their importance to
the health of our environment.
The award-winning agroecologist and nature writer had worked
throughout the week with a seminar class taught by Puget Sound
Professor Denise Glover.
“I thought immediately of Gary
to give a workshop in this class because I so value the way that he
writes emotively from empirically
grounded research,” Glover said.
“He shows us that ‘objective’ and
‘subjective’ points of view can be
combined with important effect.”
Nabhan spoke of the recent decline of pollinators, specifically monarch butterflies. He spoke
powerfully of how this species of
butterfly has declined 90 percent
in only the last two decades.
“We are in the most catastrophic decline in pollinators in the history of U.S. agriculture,” Nabhan
said. “This is a conservation story
about relationships, not individual
species.”
Nabhan, along with the organization, aims to take the route of
collaborative conservation. Rather than blame farmers or large
companies for the damage, they

are emphasizing the building of
partnerships with them. Instead
of protesting against herbicides or
GMOs, they are going ‘pro-monarch.’
“I think it was important to bring
to campus a discussion about a
pressing ecological issue and how
to solve such issues in a collaborative and cooperative way,” Glover
said. “These are important models for students to see at work,
and it is my hope that people were
inspired by his talk to consider
ways in which they could get involved in collaborative work on issues that they might be passionate
about.”
The relationship between monarchs and milkweeds is intertwined and crucial. In addition
to laying their eggs on milkweed
plants, the hatched larvae eat
nothing but milkweed at first.
On a larger scale, the milkweed
plants provide essential ecosystem services for farmers as well
as the insects themselves. And the
population decline in this species
and others such as honeybees is
not just happening here. Nabhan
noted that the honeybee ‘collapse’
is happening in at least 24 other
countries around the world.
“This is on the order of passenger pigeons,” Nabhan said of the
danger of the plummeting population.
His solution: to collaborate with
each other.
“We can reverse damage through
integrated agricultural practices that are more cost efficient for
farmers,” he said. The organization’s immediate goal is to raise
money for each state to plant
hedgerows that will provide pollinators a steady and diversified
food source throughout the season.
Nabhan explained that even a
patch of just 20 milkweed plants
can draw monarchs. The butterflies rely on these plants as the location to lay their eggs, so planting
even a few milkweeds in different
areas will have a positive effect.
How can college students make a
difference for monarchs?
According to makewayformonacrchs.org, college students can
help by understanding the problem, telling others and even staying involved by tracking the migration of monarchs online via
Journey North.
“We should plant some milkweeds and other pollinator species
on the University of Puget Sound
campus!” Glover said.
Spread the word!

Beyond the quirky videos and the
social media feed, Puget Sound’s website has several academic resources
that students don’t always take advantage of. The library tab, located under
the search bar, will lead students to a
web page designed to streamline students’ searches.
Lori Ricigliano, the Associated Director of Information and Accessibility Services, was a part of the task
force dedicated to reevaluating the
website and noting what needed to be
changed and how.
“Our goals for the redesign were
to develop an attractive site, move
beyond statistic pages, engage user
participation, provide search capabilities, feature a consistent navigational structure, and highlight library
events, special collections and new resources,” Ricigliano said.
Collins’ main page in particular was
organized based on student needs.
“Our usability studies tell us that
most users visit the library’s website
to conduct research so we chose to
prominently display the search box,”
Ricigliano said.
Other features on the main page are
upcoming library events, tidbits from
the archives, library hours, quick research links and a 24/7 Ask a Librarian feature.
One of the tabs that students can explore on the website is Research. Peggy Burge, Humanities Librarian and
Coordinator for Information Literacy,
is responsible for the structure and tutorial guides that students can find in
this tab.
“Clicking on this research button
and looking at the various options
that are available is probably the most
important thing that students can do
for themselves,” Burge said.
To help you get started, here’s a brief
outline of what you can find under the
research tab:
RESEARCH BY SUBJECT
This same page can also be reached
by clicking the Research tab itself.
By doing so, students will find a list
of all the departments on campus as
well as a few odds and ends here and
there. By clicking on one of the department titles, a list of course guides
for all the classes as well as the subject
page for that department will pop up.
These sites are organized to best help
the student find resources relevant to
their department or research and are
managed by the resource librarian
in that department. The sites include
easy access to databases specifically
for that department, contact information for the subject librarian in charge
of that department, and any other relevant links that the subject librarian
felt necessary; for example a link to
the Oxford English Dictionary under

the English tab and the Twitter feed
for the American Chemical Society in
the Chemistry tab.
CITATION TOOLS
By clicking on this tab, you will be
directed to a page that has quick links
to various guides and examples on
how to cite properly, as well as tabs
near the top of the page that offer information links for RefWorks and
Zotero. These two websites are online
bibliography tools, but not what you
would find through a normal citation
search on the web.
“Not only do they generate citations
for you, but they help you organize
your understanding of different fields
or disciplines,” Burge said.
These bibliography websites let you
annotate online, take screenshots of
webpages and save them, and index
your PDFs. RefWorks is an online bibliography that you sign up for through
the University and that will keep you
data for as long as you are a member
which, if you graduate, is indefinite.
Zotero is a Firefox plugin, and allows
you to keep working on the page you
were researching while annotating the
bibliography or making notes.
“They do have a bit of a learning
curve, which is why we suggest that
students either make an appointment
with one of us, or we do a class on demand,” Burge said.
The class-on-demand page can be
found under the Services tab under
Student Services.
RESEARCH TUTORIALS
Here students can find video tutorials explaining the basics of where to
find resources as well as a page that
helps explain what academic integrity is. Both are accompanied by a short
quiz.
“This is really more for do-it-yourself kinds of learning, if students just
want to sit down and make sure they
understand differences in types of
sources and why it matters, it’s a really quick tutorial that they can go
through,” Burge said.
Knowing how to use the resources
in our library is key to becoming successful on campus and will make research projects and essay work much
faster and easier than before. The library’s website might not seem like
the most fun place to spend your idle
Internet hours, but getting oriented to
what is offered through the school will
help prevent further stress and headaches.

MORE RESEARCH
TIPS USING
“PRIMO”
NEXT ISSUE OF THE
TRAIL
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Book smarts: The library has more resources than just books.
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Women’s rugby is taking Puget Sound by storm
By ROXANNE KRIETZMANN

After starting its second official
season a month ago, the women’s
rugby club is excited to have a roster
of almost 30 girls.
According to sophomore Sarah
Cobbett (Palo Alto, Calif.), this is a
huge improvement from last year.
“During our first season, we got
maybe six girls that were coming
out to practice consistently,” Cobbett said.
Senior Karen Carlson (Portland,
Ore.) attributes last season’s low
turnout to rugby’s intense nature.
“It’s somewhat difficult to get girls
to want to play rugby,” Carlson said.
“It’s a full-contact sport, and we play
with the same rules as the guys, so
that can be a little intimidating.”
The club was founded last year
by senior Emma Spalding (Denver,
Colo.).
Sophomore Hattie McKay (Pinedale, Wyo.) likes to think of their
first year as a prep season.
“A few years before last, there

were inklings of the starting of a
team, but they were never panned
out,” McKay said. “So, at the end of
last season, we decided that we really wanted to make the team work.
We spent a lot of time planning and
working on an executive board.”
To increase their numbers, the
club stepped up their recruiting at
the beginning of this school year.
“We recruited heavily at Log Jam,
and we’ve had a lot more interest in
the club,” Carlson said.
Out of the 50 girls that signed up
at Log Jam, the team managed to retain 30.
Even with 30 girls, only 3 have
prior rugby experience.
With such a new and inexperienced team, the majority of their
practice time is spent laying down
the basic foundation of rugby.
“We’ve been focusing on teaching the new girls the basics: how
rugby works and how to pass,” Cobbett said. “It can be confusing sometimes, especially since it’s a foreign
game. We’ve been working on assigning possible positions on the
field to get everyone prepared for

what an actual game will feel like.”
In addition to the growing roster,
the club scored a coach this season.
“We got in contact with our coach
Larry through the men’s team,” Cobbett said. “He’s completely a volunteer, and he’s never coached officially, but he’s played for quite awhile.
It’s just great to have someone who
knows what they’re doing to help us
out with our understanding of the
game.”
Cobbett believes the club will further their understanding of rugby
by playing ‘friendlies.’
“We haven’t in the past had any
official games,” Cobbett said. “But
this year we are hoping to schedule
many ‘friendlies,’ which are like informal games.”
‘Friendlies’ don’t count toward either teams’ records. They are typically played for learning purposes
for newer teams.
The team’s first ‘friendly’ is scheduled for Oct. 25 against Western
Washington.
“Western Washington just started
their women’s rugby team as well, so
we’re nicely matched,” Cobbett said.

In addition to Western Washington, the team is hoping to schedule a
‘friendly’ with the Tacoma women’s
rugby team, the Tacoma Sirens.
“My goal for this season was to
play a minimum of two ‘friendlies.’
We already have two scheduled and
are in the midst of scheduling more,”
Carlson said. “We also just got news
that we are going to link up with a
university in Seattle that doesn’t
have enough women, so that would
be a great way to get more games in.”
McKay knows that the team will
have to overcome some obstacles
during their first few ‘friendlies’
but will eventually get the hang of
things.
“One of the biggest things with
rugby is that you can teach all of the
skills necessary, but it’s really hard
to grasp them until you actually play
in a game,” McKay said. “You’ll hear
a lot of girls say that they’d never
played in a rugby game before and
really didn’t understand the game,
but their coaches put them in anyways. They just kind of have to figure it out.”
Once the team becomes stronger,

they will branch out into conference
play.
“As of right now, there is no conference just because this is the first
year where we’ve had enough girls to
play as a team,” McKay said. “Once
we actually establish ourselves, we
will decide on when we want to enter the conference.”
Although women’s rugby and
men’s rugby play under the same
rules, Carlson believes there are still
some small differences between the
two.
“Women tend to dive differently
just because of our anatomy. Men
typically dive chest first while we
physically can’t,” Carlson said. “But,
essentially, you’re expected to do the
same things [as men].”
The team encourages anyone who
has the slightest bit of interest in
rugby to come out for a practice.
Practices are held Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 8:30-10 p.m. on
Lower Baker Field, and a classroom
session is held every Wednesday
from 8-9 p.m.

Volleyball team splits their two games last week
By THOMAS OVERTON
The Puget Sound volleyball team
had two games this week. The first
was a close loss to cross-town rival
Pacific Lutheran University in the
Memorial Fieldhouse on Wednesday, Oct. 8. The second was at home
on Saturday, Oct. 11 against the Linfield College Wildcats.
The match began and it looked
like the Loggers were going to push
an early advantage, as they were
ahead 3-1 in the early part of the
first set of the match. The Lutes
caught the Loggers out of position and rallied back for six straight
points. The Loggers tried to battle
back in the first set, but the Lutes
would take the first set in the end.
The Loggers weren’t going down
easy, as they matched the Lutes
point for point late into the second
set. Kate Rice (Glendora, Calif.) led
the charge for the Loggers, earning
a kill that broke a 20-20 tie. Shawna
Smith (Longview, Wash.) followed
suit, earning a kill after a Lute error,
putting the Loggers up 23-21. The
final point of the set came from Rachel Garrison (Milbrae, Calif.) on
a blistering service ace that tied up
the match at one set apiece.
The Lutes looked to repeat their
first set performance, sprinting out
ahead with seven consecutive points
before the Loggers could notch one
against their cross-town rivals. The
Loggers weren’t done yet as they
battled back, cutting the visitor’s
lead to five points at 13-8. The Lutes
held their resolve and finished the
third set 25-15 and went up two sets
to one going into the later parts of
the match.
It looked like the end of the
match for the Loggers when their
opponents ground out a 12-9 lead
early in the fourth set. Reily Fitzpatrick (San Francisco, Calif.) had
something to say about the Lutes’
lead as her kill spurred the Loggers
on a 5-0 run to put them in the lead
14-12. The teams traded points with
one another, neither one relinquishing the lead. The Loggers ended up
winning the set 25-23 to force a fifth
set in the match.
It looked like the Loggers used all
their gas tying up the match at 2-2
because the Lutes won the match,
never giving the Loggers any opportunity to make a run at winning.

Logger Scoreboard
MEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 11

Puget Sound 1 @ Pacific Lutheran 0
PHOTO COURTESY/ LOGGER ATHLETICS

Spike: Logger passes the ball in a battle with Linfield.
The Loggers played the Linfield
College Wildcats and the game was
a barnburner.
The Loggers opened the first set
strong, jumping out to a 7-1 lead in
the early minutes of the match.
The Wildcats weren’t going to be
caught sleeping just yet as they rallied after a timeout to even the score
at 13 apiece, and rode that momentum to a first set victory 25-22.
The second set was all Loggers .
Heather Sangster (Los Altos, Calif.) tallied a kill that put the Loggers
ahead 19-10.
The Wildcats looked to repeat the
comeback that won them the first
set as they rallied for four points but
the Loggers were wise to their act
and won the set, 25-18, before the
Wildcats could come within striking
distance of them.
The Loggers kept rolling in the
third set and even though the scores
were close, a kill by Smith kept the
Loggers in the drivers seat to win
the third set 25-23.
The dramatic tone of the recent
games by the Loggers continued as
the Wildcats forced a fifth set, staving off a Logger run that brought
them close to winning the match on
the spot.
The fifth set was nothing to scoff
at in terms of dramatics, as the Loggers’ largest lead at any point was
only three points at 8-5.
The Wildcats would not be left at
the gates as they battled back to even
the game at 14-14. Nicolette Reynaud (Los Gatos, Calif.) looked like

putting the Loggers in a position to
win the match with a vicious kill but
the teams went point for point until the Wildcats broke the deadlock
and lead 18-17 in the dying minutes
of the fifth set.
Logger coach Mark Massey took
a timeout to rally his troops and his
speech proved effective as the Loggers came out of the timeout and
scored three straight points to win
the set and the match.
Smith led the charge for the win
with back-to-back kills and a Wildcat attacking error gave the Loggers
the final point they needed to win
the match.
The Loggers play next away from
home against Whitman College in
Walla Walla, Wash. on Friday, Oct.
17, at 7 p.m.

WOMEN’S SOCCER
Oct. 11

Puget Sound 4 @ Lewis and Clark 0
Oct. 12

Puget Sound 2 @ Pacific (Ore.) 1

VOLLEYBALL
Oct. 11

Linfeild 2 vs. Puget Sound 3
Oct. 8

Pacific Lutheran 3 vs. Puget Sound 2

FOOTBALL
Oct. 4

Pacific (OR) 44 vs. Puget Sound 17
PHOTO COURTESY/
LOGGER ATHLETICS

Volleyball: Fans get rowdy
during tough loss versus their
cross-town rivals PLU.
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Birdies on birdies: golf team off to a hot start

Fore!: Logger golfer hits his approach shot hopping to stick the shot.

By LUKIE CROWLEY
With the fall season now underway, the men’s golf team has already
found itself with two second-place
finishes.
They look to be on top of the
conference by the end of the season, in which case they would soon
be headed to nationals, where they
would compete for the college
championship.
The first tournament that team
participated in was the PLU invitational, which was hosted on Sept.
13 on Spanaway Lake Golf Course.
They finished second in the invita-

tional, just behind Whitworth.
The Loggers finished with an
overall score of 603 (+27) led by
senior Ricky Howard (Madison,
Wisc.) who finished with a two-day
score of 142 (-2) and senior Adam
Bean (Portland, Ore.) who had a total score of 151 (+7).
“The PLU Invitational was a good
team effort. It was nice to see the
younger guys get some tournament
experience as well as stepping up
and performing. We will be back at
Lake Spanaway for the Spring Classic and…we will be ready,” Bean
said.
The next tournament was the St.
Martins Invitational on Sept. 19,

where they placed 12th.
The tournament was mainly comprised of Division II teams, so the
Loggers were competing at a much
higher level.
“It was interesting to compete
against players who are in a higher division than us. It provided us
great competition, and motivation
to improve our games,” Howard
said.
The most recent tournament was
the Whitman Invitational, which
was comprised mostly of conference opponents and was hosted on
Oct. 5.
The team placed second. The
Loggers were in position to win after
day one, but the lead slipped away
on day two.
“It was great to see our hard work
pay off on that first day, and [it] lets
us know that we are right there
with the other top teams in the conference,” Howard said.
A big part of the recent success
the team has had is how close they
are and how much they care about
each other.
They also have more than a little
fun.
“This team is awesome. We are a
close group, and I would not want
our team to be any different. Unlike other teams of mine, this one
has been able to put up with my shenanigans…which is constant,” Bean
said.
Howard offered the same sentiment. The chemistry is truly unflappable.

PHOTOS COURTESY/LOGGERATHLETICS

Driving it home: Logger golfer chips it onto the green.
“This year’s team, as with all the
teams that I have been on in the past
four years, is very close. I also think
that our chemistry has contributed
to our success over the years as we
have always been so supportive of
each other and want everyone else
to succeed,” Howard said.
The players have helped each other find success, but not as much as
their coach Todd Erwin has.
“[Erwin] has attributed tremendously to our success. His golf experience, playing in two U.S. Open
championships is off the charts. We
are so lucky to have him at Puget
Sound. He’s opened our eyes and
has really challenged us to look at
the game in a different way, which

has not only helped me on the
course, but in my everyday life as
well,” Bean said.
The team has nothing but positive
thoughts for Erwin and appreciates
what he has done for the program in
taking it to the next level.
“What I love about him is that
above all else, he wants us to enjoy
the sport. I think he really helped us
develop a positive attitude,” Howard
said.
If Erwin can keep up the tremendous coaching, the Loggers will be
headed to Nationals to compete for
the championship. They are well on
their way.

Men’s rugby team contintues their successful season
By ZAL ROBLES
The University of Puget Sound’s
club rugby team won its game
against Seattle University Oct.
4 with a score of 92 to 5 and lost
against Western Washington University by 10 points on Oct. 11.
The rugby team had an overall
dominant performance against Seattle University. The team passed
very well during the game. They
moved the ball very well.
Defensively, the Loggers were
disciplined in their assignments.
Seattle was unable to get any space
to run.
The Loggers forced Seattle to
move the ball horizontally.
When a Seattle player challenged to move the ball up the
field, the Logger’s defense tackled
well.
According to senior Roman
Vern (Olympia, Wash.), the team
excelled in open space.
Offensively, the team was able to
win one on one battles. Defensively, players were able to tackle the
ball carrier.
The Puget Sound Rugby team
was unable to replicate its earlier performance against Western
Washington. Western Washington beat Puget Sound 46 to 36 on
Oct. 11.
“We need to listen to our coaches more. They are great, but when
we don’t listen to them we end up
with disappointing results,” senior
Alexandre Lunt (Tucson, Ariz.)
said.
The Loggers struggled with
their decision making. Individuals were unable to accurately decide between throwing and passing the ball.
It was unrealistic to expect the
same result from Seattle Pacific
to Western Washington. Western
Washington is a much more athletic team.
“As a team, we got too confident
after the Seattle Pacific game,”
Vern said. “Western is a good

team, and now the team knows
what we have to do to become better.”
The team is smaller than most
of the opponents they will face,
but they describe themselves as
small and scrappy.
The rugby team believes they
have more determination than
most teams they will face in the
season.
After each game, win or lose,
the Loggers get together and sing
a traditional song.
The rugby team believes they
have fostered a positive sense of
community among the team.
“We are one big family,” Lunt
said. “Each player has each other’s
back. We are there for each other
on and off the field.”
The team prides itself on its
family mentality.
It is one of the main reasons
players on the rugby team have
such a good time. Vern stated that
he joined sophomore year because
he noticed how much fun all his

friends were having. The rugby
team practices twice a week.
The coaches are very good at
developing raw talent; most of the
members of the rugby team never had any prior experience to the
sport before coming to the University of Puget Sound.
The sport seems very foreign to
most of the new players, as rugby is a less common game in the
States than it is abroad.
The game appears to play similar to football, but has the fluidity of soccer; each team tries to
touch down the ball in the opposing team’s end zone.
If a team succeeds, they receive
a try. A try is worth five points. After a try, the team that scored gets
an opportunity to kick the ball
into the uprights.
If they successfully kick the ball
into the uprights, the team receives an additional two points.
The rugby team plays their last
game of the fall semester on Oct.
25.

Volleyball Schedule
Friday, Oct. 17, 7 p.m.
@ Whitman
Saturday, Oct. 18, 5 p.m.
@Whitworth
Friday, Oct. 24, 7 p.m.
vs. Willamette
Saturday, Oct 25, 7 p.m.
vs. Lewis and Clark
Friday, Oct. 31, 7 p.m.
vs. Pacific (Ore.)
Saturday, Nov. 1, 7 p.m.
vs George Fox (Senior Game)
Wednesday, Nov. 5, 7 p.m.
@ Pacific Lutheran
Saturday, Nov. 8, 7 p.m.
@Linfield

PHOTO COURTESY/SAM EGAN

Pass the ball: Loggers fight hard on offensive possession.
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Crow leader responds to libelous newspaper story
By HUTCH THE GREAT
Recently, there was an article published in this paper entitled “Crows
on campus causing problems for students.” Some very hurtful words were
thrown at my crow brethren like
“pervasive” and “infestation.”
I sought out the crow leader to
show them this article and the response was quite simple: “We were
here first, a**holes. My family has
been here for generations, and suddenly you people show up acting like
you own the place. Well, guess what,
you don’t own sh**. You call us a
‘flock of pests’ when it is you who are
really the pests.”
I can testify to the fact that these
birds are smart enough to mobilize,
and yes, they can memorize faces.
To have the audacity to say that it is
surprising for them to be smart is incredibly offensive to them. They are
not cockroaches, they are creatures
that deserve our respect and if they
are not given that, “things could get
ugly,” according to the crow leader.
They have chosen me as the liaison to the school to provide their
list of demands. They have five demands for the school. These are direct quotes, so I apologize for the further vulgarity:
1. For f***’s sake, stop mowing the
lawn so much. We get it. There is
grass here. People think we are noisy,
but it is your people who make the
most noise.
2. No more fireworks. Ever. Not

even a little sparkler.
3. Give us a Tonald Rhombus brotank. We need something as a target
to practice dive-bombing at.
4. Give us our own weekly editorial
to write our message for all students
to hear.
5. Get rid of Yik Yak on campus. It’s
no fun to attack people when they are
looking at their phones.
The crows consider themselves to
have every right to be given fair treatment as the previous opinions article had violated the unwritten agreement between our species to remain
cordial in our interactions. Beyond
their five demands, they wanted to
make a separate statement that they
consider to be non-negotiable in our
further interactions. The statement is
as follows:
“Bring us the student who wrote
the atrocious article trashing my
species. Send her alone and blindfolded to the middle of Todd Field.
There can be no police interference
in this, or you all will pay the price
for their transgression. We will not
hurt them; that is not our way. We
simply want to have a nice chat with
this writer, make sure they understand what they are dealing with. We
will return them unharmed, if they
agree to write about literally anything else. Her words in the paper
were slanderous, ill informed and an
utter waste of time. We are a peaceful group, and we have done nothing
to deserve this. However, you have
brought our wrath upon yourselves.

PHOTO COURTESY/SARAH ROGOWSKEY

General Crow: The crow leader perches atop campus buildings and trees, plotting his revenge
because of a recent unflattering article published about his bretheren in this very newspaper.
We regret that we have to do this, but
you have left us no choice. Just when
we thought we were out, you pull us
back in! And yes, we have seen The
Godfather.”
For those of you haven’t seen The
Godfather, just know that they mean
business. These crows were finally
willing to break their silence to deliver this message, and we ought to heed
their warning.
They do remember each of our faces. They never forget. They never forgive. The only way to solve this prob-

lem is to abide by their demands and
give them what they want. We simply
have no other choice. There is nothing else that we can do. It is better this
way, if we give them the writer they
won’t be able to write any more terrible articles where they attempt to
be funny but only succeed at inciting war.
I can clearly see who has the upper hand (or wing) here, and I am
not afraid to jump ship, so to speak,
to join the winning side. I assure you
that the crows are a kind species, and

they will not harm those who pledge
their undying loyalty to them. To
those who do not, well…I wish you
the best of luck in your futile resistance.
This is a point where we can choose
the fate of our campus, and that is reliant upon us backing the crows as
the true leaders of campus. If you join
the writer of the opinion article and
their continued criticism of these benevolent beings then I cannot protect
you. Take this opportunity before it is
too late. Thank you.

Lice epidemic kills Quad rivalry comes to a head
By AUDREY KAUFMAN
The University administrative
mission to combat Pediculosis in
one residence hall and an unnamed
Greek house is already facing questions about the serious health risks
residents will encounter by living at
the epicenter of the deadly outbreak.
According to our sources at Wikipedia, Pediculosis is an infestation of
lice. Lice are “blood-feeding insects
of the order Phthiraptera.” Wikipedia did not mention how to pronounce “Phthiraptera.”
An unnamed source at an unnamed sorority said, “If anyone
gives me lice, I’m going to kill myself. I’m not going to shave my head.
Do you have to shave your head?
I’m not allowed to talk about this.
Seriously, don’t tell anyone. No one
can know that the sorority I’m a part
of, which I’m not going to name, has
lice.”
The Center for Disease Control
(CDC) is apparently utterly uninterested in combatting the pediculosis
problem at the University. Residents
of West Africa have complained
about having a similar problem with
the CDC. The organization has responded to vitriolic allegations on
Twitter, saying, “We understand the

fear surrounding this issue, but rest
assured, the CDC is doing everything we can to combat various outbreaks around the world. We stand
with #ups and #africa #ebolasucks
#licesucks.”
Unfortunately, their statement
was not well received by the public.
It was not received at all, actually,
because it exceeded the Twitter post
limit of 140 characters and therefore
was unable to be posted. We asked
the CDC to elaborate on their position in a more traditional phone interview.
“We get that everyone is freaking out, but we’re more concerned
about our Klout score at this point
in time,” a representative said.
Suggestions for Pediculosis prevention:
• don’t share clothes or hats
• don’t wear hats (most people
cannot pull off hats)
• burn all clothes
• burn all bedding
• shave your head (not so you
don’t get lice, but so you look hip)
If your head is itching as you read
this, you might have lice. You probably don’t, but really, it’s not impossible. It’s going to happen to someone,
so why wouldn’t it happen to you?
Are you special? No, you’re not.

PHOTO COURTESY/ PRESLEY REED

Lice: Lice infestation can happen to anyone at any time. Good
thing it’s probably happening to someone else, am I right?

By COWMAN BLACKMAILER

quads. Allegedly, the head R.A. has
not made an appearance for three
Tensions between North and
days due to an undisclosed sickSouth Quad appear to be at an allness, which many believe to be
time high, particularly since the
food poisoning. This has sent resifailed attempt of North Quad to
dents of the “True Quad” (a term
launch multiple Frisbees at South
coined by North Quad leaderQuad residents on Oct. 14. Fortuship) into frenzy. The residents all
nately, due to the failure of the atfear for the health of their beloved
tack, South Quad has declared it
leader.
will not launch a counterattack.
But how did this food poisonUp until this attack, many stuing occur? It is known that the
dents did not believe that North
R.A. forcefully collects dining dolQuad even
lars
from
possessed
North Quad
Frisbees.
residents.
It was susWhile
the
pected to
residents go
be a bluff
hungry, the
posed by
R.A. devours
the revered
an obscene
RA
who
amount
of
resides
food. It is
in North
possible that
Q u a d .
these glutThe
RA
tonous achas been
tions caused
known to
the sickness
fabricate
of the R.A.
PHOTOS COURTESY/GABE NEWMAN
stories to
Regardless
both fear
of the cause,
monger
RHA has inand ral- Battle of the Quads: North Quad (pictured right) and rival South
stituted a new
Quad
(pictured
left)
have
been
at
war
for
decades.
ly
suprule in North
port from
Quad which
North Quad residents. Therefore, refuses to see reason and, as pre- requires all residents to wear rubthe threat was assumed to be falsi- viously acknowledged, they have ber ducky costumes at all times
fied and was largely ignored.
already attempted an attack and until the head R.A.’s heath is staThis attack, although a failure, must be dealt with through simi- ble. It is unclear why this decree
has raised questions among stu- lar actions.”
has been made, or if there is any
dents asking with what the level of
These two comments reveal the reasoning at all. It should be notseriousness future threats should different ideas of engaging North ed that this is the RHA that lied to
be considered. With daily perils Quad, but there exists a third par- their residents in telling them that
streaming in from North Quad to ty that urges the re-evaluation of the Puget Sound football team won
South Quad, many off-campus stu- any engagement whatsoever.
the Rose Bowl back in 2012, in ordents worry for the latter.
“What I fear most is the amount der to raise the sense of communiSome even believe it is their duty of Frisbees in the community,” an ty in North Quad.
as outsiders to intervene in con- anonymous off-campus member
One thing is certain; the Uniflicts between the quads. While said. “The idea of an all-out Fris- versity of Puget Sound communiother off-campus students fear bee engagement terrifies me.”
ty fears the unpredictable, and ocgetting involved may put them at
While the debate on the treat- casionally ridiculous, nature of the
risk of the RA’s wrath. The debate ment of the two quads contin- North Quad. Future dealings with
on the morality of intervention has ues off-campus, there has been the Quad should be handled with
become so heated in the off-cam- more recent news from within the caution.
pus community that a convention
was called to discuss the issue.
“Do we really want to aggravate a Quad that has attempted
to launch Frisbees?” A supporter
of more passive intervention said,
“Regardless of the success of the
attempt, North Quad has potential
to become a major threat if a diplomatic solution cannot be found.”
“We are past the point of diplomatic solutions,” an advocate of
direct intervention said, “the RA
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Jacobsen Series showcases School of Music faculty
By CASEY DEY

T

he School of Music
continues their Jacobsen
Faculty Recitals this year
with a series of unique
concerts. There are three more
available to experience this year, so
be sure to stay tuned (pardon the
pun) so you don’t miss out!
The Jacobsen Series is a unique
opportunity for faculty members
to put their best feet forward and
demonstrate their enormous talents
to the Puget Sound community.
The series was established
in 1984 in honor of Leonard
Jacobsen, former Chair of the Piano
Department at Puget Sound. Ticket
sales support the Jacobsen Series
Scholarship Fund, which each
year awards music scholarships to
an outstanding member of Sigma
Alpha Iota, the women’s music
fraternity on campus.
All Jacobsens, unless otherwise

noted, happen in Schneebeck
Concert Hall. Cake is offered
after every performance, courtesy
of Sigma Alpha Iota. Check the
bulletin for reception location.
Tickets are $15 for the general
public; $10 for seniors, students,
military and Puget Sound faculty/
staff; and free for Puget Sound
students. They’re available at the
Information Desk in Wheelock
Student Center, by calling (253)
879-3100, or online at tickets.
pugetsound.edu. You can buy any
remaining tickets at the door.
This Sunday, Oct. 26, at 2 p.m. is
“Romantic Bass, Trombone, and
Friends!” It will feature Rodger
Burnett on horn; Brian Chin, guest
artist, on trumpet; David Krosschell
on trombone; John Rojak, guest
artist, on trombone; Ryan Schultz on
tuba; and Judson Scott on trumpet.
The Phantom of the Opera, the
original 1923 silent film starring
Lon Chaney, will be shown next
Friday, Oct. 31, at 6:15 p.m. for

students and 8 p.m. for the public
in Kilworth Memorial Chapel. It
will feature live piano and organ
accompaniment by Duane Hulbert
and senior Sarah Stone, respectively.
This is not Hulbert’s first experience
with Phantom, as he first played live
piano accompaniment for it at the
Blue Mouse Theatre in Tacoma in
the 1990s. The performance was so
popular that when he concluded and
went outside, he saw the 50 people
outside waiting, turned around,
went back in and did it again!
The final Jacobsen for 2014 will be
on Friday, Nov. 14, and will feature
Dawn Padula in “Masterworks for
Voice.” She will be accompanied by
Jooeun Pak on piano.
Zachary Hamilton, a senior in the
Music Department, has had lots of
experience with the Jacobsens over
his years at the University.
“The Jacobsen Series is the perfect
setting to witness the working
artistry of the School of Music
Faculty,” he said. “Each faculty

member has a unique performance
personality to complement her
or his teaching style, and the
overall picture is both exciting and
enlightening.”
Bronwyn Hagerty, also a senior,
was a recipient of the scholarship
last year, and this is her second
year as the Jacobsen chair in Sigma
Alpha Iota. She explained a bit of
the mentality that goes into the
selection of what recitals are held in
a year.
“[The faculty] talk about pieces
they’re excited about and discuss if
they can make it a possibility. For
instance, Gerard Morris [Director
of Bands] did his thesis on Kurt
Weill’s Violin Concerto, which is
a work he’s extremely passionate
about, so he was able to talk it over
with Maria Sampen [head of violin]
and eventually performed it on a
Jacobsen last year [as the main piece
of the concert].”
She continued, “They also have
pre-formed groups, like the Puget

Sound Trio [Maria Sampen, violin;
David Requiro, cello; and Duane
Hulbert, piano], and since we got so
many new faculty members to join
the School of Music this year, they
put on a recital involving all of them.
“And since the instrumentation
was so unusual [cello, piano,
bassoon, and trombone], they
transcribed a cello trio with piano
accompaniment for them all to
play, or found pieces that involved
as many combinations of those
instruments as possible.”
She encouraged music and nonmusic students to attend.
“Why? Because they’re great
concerts! And cheap too! Free,
even, for students,” she said. “It’s
also great because the faculty
are super approachable, and it’s
because they’re so nice and humble
that we forget that they are also
internationally-known, Grammy
award-nominated artists. We’re
extremely lucky to have them!”

PHOTO COURTESY/JACK GILBERT

Faculty showcase: Faculty perform pieces of music they are passionate about alongside their students during a Jacobsen Series performance in 2012.

English Department’s Coffeehouse Series presents Open Mic Night
By JAMES KANER

T

his past Wednesday
night, those passing by
the piano lounge were
treated to more than the
idle sounds of a half dozen conversations and the aroma of warm coffee from Diversions.
Those passersby were treated to
song, poetry and more, as the first
Open Mic Night of the semester
made its debut to an impressive
turnout, thanks in no small part to
the sterling efforts of the English
Department.
Having started out a number of
years back and reappearing in some
incarnation or another, Open Mic
Night was brought back thanks to
the English Department’s Coffeehouse Series.
“We like to get English majors,
minors and any student interested
in literature and writing together
several times a year,” Visiting Assistant Professor Darcy Irvin said
when asked about the nature of the

event.
Hosted by Visiting Professor Allen
Jones of the English Department,
the event had an impressive turnout
of students and faculty alike.
The event had a cast as varied as
its audience, with students of differing classes and professors all standing up and each sharing something
important to them with those gathered.
The voices shared upon the small
stage differed, but each reading had
an air of personal importance and
feeling.
The event opened with a reading
of the intro to The October Country,
a collection of short stories written by Ray Bradbury. The student
explained that this was what he
always thought of when it came to
October and also explained how it
was important to him.
Up next came Tim Flock, a sophomore transfer student who presented to those gathered an original
song titled “Paper Crane” accompanied by his own impressive saxo-

phone playing.
Students like Flock present the
unique perspective of those new to
the Puget Sound community. If I
were new to the community, I know
I would appreciate events such as
these.

“Events like Wednesday’s
allow students ... the
opportunity to express
themselves artisically and
allow them the chance to
become more rooted within
the campus life as a whole.”

“I really like the Open Mic Night
experience here more because it’s
more artistically oriented,” Flock
said.
Events like Wednesday’s allow

students of the University of Puget
Sound the opportunity to express
themselves artistically and allow
them the chance to become more
rooted within the campus life as a
whole.
“I feel connected to the UPS community,” Flock said when asked
about how he felt Wednesday
night’s performance affected him.
It’s clear through experiences
like Flock’s that events like these
are open to any and all, just as
the English Department intended
them to be.
In addition to original songs
and music numbers, Wednesday
night’s stage was also home to a
number of talented poets, each of
them with powerful messages.
These poets shared with us
themes ranging from the sting of
betrayal, to the bittersweet memories of family, to the sometimes estranged relationships we can have
with loved ones.
Audiences Wednesday night,
along with hearing heartfelt poetry

and original songs, were treated to
the works of Assistant Professor
Laura Krughoff, who presented onlookers with a haunting first-person
narrative with an air of tension and
unease throughout.
It’s clear this semester’s first Open
Mic Night has accomplished nearly
everything it set out to do by featuring so many diverse works from an
equally diverse group of volunteers.
“It is a great way to see what works
and to become part of a writing
community,” Jones said.
While it’s sad to say that Open
Mic Nights won’t be a weekly occurrence around campus, absence
makes the heart grow fonder, and
these rare events will be all the more
memorable when they do crop up
throughout the year.
Catch the next on-campus Open
Mic Night hosted by Spoken Word
and Poetry Club and KUPS on Oct.
24 at 6.30 p.m. in Diversions.
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Flying Lotus brings fans to the afterlife with You’re Dead!
By EVAN BOUCHER

What is jazz music in 2014? What could it become?
While I would shudder at the task of addressing this
through writing, Steven Ellison, the heavily experimental and highly esteemed multi-genre music pioneer best
known by fans as Flying Lotus or more recently as the
elusive rapper-villain Captain Murphy, has crafted a
worthy hypothesis in his latest LP, You’re Dead!.
We haven’t heard from Flying Lotus
in a while; his last record under that
alias was 2012’s gorgeous Until the
Quiet Comes. In those last two years,
the quiet must have indeed come,
and then gone again, as this record is,
in addition to being gracefully brilliant, downright cacophonous.
Ellison considers this at least partially a jazz album, although he has
admitted that it’s a bit more ‘Flying
Lotus’ than he initially anticipated.
I consider it an art gallery of black
holes. I doubt either categorization
could really do this album justice,
however, because it very deliberately
resists being any one thing. Instead
of carving out its own niche and
expanding from that center, You’re
Dead!, all the way down to the playfully confrontational title, derives its
highest joy from yanking the rug out
from under itself with a startling frequency. It finds solace in its restlessness, mystical lucidity in its moments
of insanity and, most defiantly, life in
its death.
Atmospheric reversed acoustic
guitar samples are actually some of
the less obscure elements of Ellison’s
2014 palette; chimes, saxophones,

some violins and even sounds of rain
all find comfortable corners to rest in
as FlyLo pushes the hapless listener
through his series of afterlives with
his more traditional array of classicsounding kicks, thick synths and
longtime collaborator Thundercat’s
immortal and iconic bass playing.
These sounds are all stitched together
carefully—jazz legend Herbie Hancock helped Ellison compose many
of these songs—to create a surprisingly coherent tapestry of sounds.
This is dense music that washes over
you lightly.
I’m listening to Miles Davis’ Bitches
Brew right now to further understand this album, and I think Ellison might have been as well. That
record’s haunting, taunting, skittery
vibe, its eeriness and its mystery all
seem to live at the heart of FlyLo’s latest release, although perhaps hidden
under more layers than Miles Davis
could assemble in his lifetime.
Tracks like “Tesla” and the last minute of “Turkey Dog Coma” dabble
heavily in Brew-era sax freakouts and
practically manic live drum patterns,
but this influence is by no means
contained to tracks that are dedi-

cated to it. Instead, the jazz insanity
is expertly mixed with several other
sources of destabilization to produce
an all-engulfing vortex whose sole
purpose seems to be preventing its
listener from successfully having any
thoughts.
Far more than adjectives, this record lends itself to verbs and concrete images. The music seems to
escape any qualities that could be
used to describe it and instead insists
that it is doing. Perhaps this is where
the mystical element, an inexplicable
feeling that has always been present
in Flying Lotus’ work, comes in. This
music, as all of Flying Lotus’ releases
do, has an unplaceable power; in the
chaos of its eternal motion, it almost
seems to have its own agency.
You’re Dead! opens with “Theme,”
which first sounds like a fanfare to
the beginning of the universe or the
sound of a cosmic pot of holy water
boiling over. A tension flashes briefly,
slowly growing under the surface. A
single note is suspended, a surplus
energy revealed, and then everything
explodes, as if a traffic light in space
had switched to green. Spaceships
run around each other haphazardly
for about a minute and then suddenly fade away.
Then again, to say this record
“opens” at any one time would be
inaccurate—far closer to the truth
would be to say it opens and closes
constantly, even relentlessly.
As a microcosm of the entire album, “Theme” perfectly summarizes
what lives inside of its vinyl disc or
audio files, although by no means
does it give everything away in the
process. As that track does, this album is constantly morphing, in

turns grotesque and gorgeous, often
in the same song. It’s not an inaccessible record (it’s certainly no Yeezus)
but it’s not one for the faint of heart.

You’re Dead! is a challenging afterlife that never quite lets you die, but
those who face it will know that it
holds many worthy secrets.

